
Second Grade News: April 
Math : 
Second graders are moving right along 
in math.  We are working on counting 
over a hundred by ones and tens, 
reading and writing number names 
over a hundred, adding larger numbers, 
and practicing subtracting from 
1000.  We will also be working on 
word problems with numbers over 
100.  Remember to keep reviewing 
addition and subtraction facts, 
counting coins and telling time.  

Science 

During science we will continue 
discussing weather patterns and 
weather safety in severe weather 
conditions.  We will also work on these 
other units: 
•Animal Classification Unit 
•Research based on our animal 

studies 
•Zoo field trip to connect what we’ve 

learned in the classroom to the real 
world

Social Studies: 

A look at what your child will be 
learning in Social Studies: 
•Economics: Goods versus Services/

Producers versus Consumers/Supply 
and Demand through many exciting 
activities

Language Arts:  

April showers bring...Blooming Readers! 2nd 
grade teachers are amazed at the progress 
your young readers have made this year! 
 Most of us are now reading chapter books! 
 Please continue to read and review Leap 
books at home as we move to higher levels 
and master the reading strategies for 2nd 
grade.  We're also wrapping up poetry.  The 
students thoroughly enjoyed looking through 
a poet’s eyes to read, listen to, and write 
poetry of their own.  We will begin focusing 
on more prompt writing this month as well. 
 A great way to practice writing at home is 
to ask your child to respond to what they're 
reading in various ways.  An example of this 
would be to have them write for you how the 
character has changed or how they can 
make a connection with a particular 
character.  They may also want to write 
predictions for the ending and/or give their 
opinion about what they've read.  As we 
near the ending of another school year, it's 
important to remain focused as we earn our 
way to "Wet 'N Wild!!"  


